
The rewards
of a�ention. 
How to choose mobile ads that
actually connect with people and
drive measurable impact on your brand.

Based on a joint study conducted with Lumen Research, discover the link between a�ention and brand recall, 
and how Ogury outperforms the market throughout the a�ention funnel. 

Gain a�ention 
Viewability is a must.1 And fully on-screen formats are unmissable.

Ogury's formats
were seen
by 96% of

respondents

96%   29% more
 than the market average

(mobile outstream and
mobile display)

Ogury’s formats
engage viewers

The percentage
of people still viewing
ads a�er 5 seconds is

Ogury’s formats
generate

longer than the market average
(Avg viewed time on screen) 

A�ention Curve

Engage viewers and hold their a�ention
Viewable does not mean viewed. That’s why it is critical to know 
how long the ad format is viewed.

Recalling a brand is remembering it. Memory is critical
to imprint the brand in people’s minds. No memory, no impact.
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Measure a�ention

Demand more from your media.

To find out more, get in touch at hello@ogury.co 

It is possible to measure the true power of each ad format's 
ability to a�ract and keep consumers' eyes on an ad.

1 Media Rating Council viewability standard: 50% of the ad creative is visible for at least one second in the viewable space of the browser
2 A�entive Seconds per 1,000 = % Impressions Viewed (Eyes on Ad. min. 100ms)  x Av. view time x 1,000

Generate brand recall
The longer people pay a�ention to an ad, the higher the chance of 
brand recall.
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higher with Ogury than the market average 
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more brand recall than
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Prompted Brand Recall
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View Time (sec)

A�entive seconds x 1,000 impressions2

A�ention and View Time
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more a�ention than
the market average up to 5x




